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Introduction 

As is well-known, the Kirchhoff equations of an electric network can be 
formulated in well arranged matrix equations by using the graph theory. For 
writing these equations we have to know the topological arrangement of the 
net"work, i.e. the arrangement in which the two poles forming the branches of 
the network are connected to each other. On this basis the graph of the net"work 
can be determined, the hranches of "which correspond to the hranches of the 
electric network. 

In the pre:3ellt papPI" the application of the graph theory for calculating 
net works consisting of transmi5sionlines or of symmetrical qnadripoles (twott''1'
minal-pair) is shown in such a "way, that Cl branch in t he graph of the network cor
responds to a section of the transmission liE e or to a quadripole. Accordingly the 
graph of thp transmission line systEm sho,,"!! in Fig. la can he seen in Fig. l/h. 
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Fig. 

The connection point het"ween transmission line sectif'l1:3 will he denomi

nated as vertex. Branches and vertices will he designated hy Arahic figures, and 
for the sake of discrimination at designating · ... ertices the figures will he placed 
into hrackets. Voltage at the ends of transmi.ssion lines connected in a yertex 
is identical. Beyond the transmission lines, also impedances and generators 
can he connected to the vertices. In the following that case is examined when 

a Theyenin generator, i.e. an ideal voltage generator and an impedance connect

ed in series with it, is connected to the vertices (Fig. 2). 
In the course of the calculation the source yoltage of the generators con

nected to the yertices and the impedances is assumed to be known. If only a 
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passiYe impedance is connected to the Yertex, the source yoltage of the corre· 
sponding yoltage generator is accordingly zero. If in turn solely the ideal yoltage 
generator is at the yertex, then the impedance is zero. The characteristic impe
dance, the propagation coefficien1, and the len gth of the indiyidual transmission 
line sections, and the conductance parameters of the quadripoles in the case of a 
network consisting of quadripoles are also assumed to be known. In the follow
ing the yoltages and currents arising at the ends of the transmission line sec-

Fig. 2 

tions, and at the terminal pairs of the quadripoles, respectively, are determined 
in the knowledge of the above data. From these, yoltage and current at any 

place of whicheyer transmission line section can be calculated on the basis of 
the known methods. 

Characterization of the topology of the network 

As mentioned hefore, the graph of a network is constructed in such a way 
that a hranch corresponds to a transmission line section or to a quadripole, and 
a Yertex of the graph corrcsponds to the connection point. In the graph con
structed in this way there may also hc terminal elements, i.e. branches connect

ed to other hranches only at onc cnd. For characterizing such a graph, ·which 
contains terminal elements as well, the incidence matrix is best suited. In this 
a vertex correspond::; in the order of n umhering of the verticcs to the individual 
rO·W5, and a branch COITe5poncl;: in the order ofnumhcring oftlle branches to the 
individual columns. Element aij of thc incidcnce matrix is equal to L if the 
i-th vertcx is in incidence with thc j-th hranch, and 0, if it is not in incidence. 
Thus e.g. the incidence matrix of the graph shown III Fig. I

j
b is found to he 

Branch 

1 2 " ,t. 6 7 8 ;) ;) 

(1) 

I 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

1 
I 

Vertex 1 (2) 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

A= 
(3) 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 

(1) 
(4) l 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

J 
(5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
(6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
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In the individual columns two elements are equal to 1, while the others are 
0, in accordance with the fact that each branch is in incidence with two vertices. 

For -writing the equations of the network a direction should be given to 
each bnl.llch (a reference direction should be adopted). This can be chosen 
arbitrarily, thus e.g. a possible case of the direction of the hranches of the graph 
shown in Fig. lib can he seen in Fig. 3. For the directed graph obtained in this 
-way the directed incidence matrix is defined. The elf'ments of the directed 

(6) 

Fig. 3 

incidence matrix may he L -1, or O. Namely ~ij = 0, if the i-th Yertex and the 
j-th hranch are not in incidence; Uij = 1, if the i-th vertex and the j-th hranch 
are in incidence and the direction of the j-th hranch is away from the i-th Yer
tex; uij = -1, if the i-th vertex and the j-th hranch are in incidence and the 
direction of the j-th branch is towards the i-th vertex. Accordingly the directed 
incidence matrix of the directed graph shown in Fig. 3 is found to he 

1 'l 3 cl ;) 6 8 

(1) 0 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 
(2) -1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

A-i 
(3) 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 1 1 

(:2) 
(4) 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

j (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
(6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 

In the indiyidual columns one element is equal to 1, one to 1, while the 
others are O. 

1 1 
In the followings matrices :." (A_ --;- Ai) and - (A_ - ~4i) will also he ne-

/ 2 
1 -

cessary. In matrix -;- (A_ + A-i) uij = 1, if the j-th hranch is in incidence with .. 
the i-th vertex and the direction of the j-th hranch is away from the i-th Yer-

t ex, otherwise Uij O. In our example: 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 "I 8 

(1) 

I 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

1 
(2) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

1 ,. _ (3) 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
(3) 2 (A.! A·i ) - (4) 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

j (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 
In matrix -;;- (A. - _4;) element aij = L if the i-th Yertex is in incidence 

'-

with the j-th branch and the j-th branch is oriented towards the i-th yertex. 
otherwise aij = O. In our example 

1 " 3 4 ;) 6 "I 8 .;:. 

(1) 

r 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

(2) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 . . _ (3) 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

2 
(A.- A_i) - (4) 

l 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

J 

(-!) 

(5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
(6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

In each column of thi::: last matrix one element is equal to L while the 
othcrs are O. 

Characterization of one hranch of the network 

In usual networks the branches are formed hy one t,~-o-pole C'ach. A pa5-
siye linear hranch can be characterized hy a single impedancc function. This 
establishes the correlation between branch current and branch yoltage. In our 
problem, howeyer. the branches of the graph are ;;ymmetrical quadripole;; 
(Fig. 4) For charactC'rizing a quadripole the correlation between two yoltages 

Fig. 4 

(Ui, Uj ) and two current;; (Ii' IJ should be giyen. In the case of a linear quadri
pole this can be giYeIL among others, in terms of the conductance parameter;;: 
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[ ~' J = y [~i-j 
- j } -

(5) 

Among the four elements of the conductance matrix three are independent 
of each other in the case of a reciprocal net'work, and only two in the case of a 
symmetrical reciprocal quadripole. In the following only net'works built up of 
symmetrical reciprocal quadripoles will be examined. In this case the conduc
tance matrix is of the form 

},=[r P J 
P r 

(6) 

Transmission lines are characterized by the characteristic impedance ZOo 
the propagation coefficient y, and the length I (Fig. 5). It is sufficient to know 
the characteristic impedance Zo and the value g e-:'[. In a network consisting 

of several connected transmission lines neither of the ends of the transmission 

_i:_i> 1j 
: oo-;";';..::.------____ ~<l--'--t:::::o_o I 

Uli ~> Zo g=e IF1 < u IL£-
T 00-==----------_-.:::=:00 T 

(I) (j) 

f'ig . .5 

line are in general preferred. It is practical to write the equations for the trans
mission line sections accordingly. The reference directions at the two ends of the 
transmission line section are taken in accordance 'with Fig. 5. At the ends 
connected to the same vertex the reference direction of volt ages is identical. 

A" is well known. in general two waves are propagating in the lille in 
opposite direction to each other. Let us designate the ,.-ave propagating in the 
direction coinciding with the refercllce direetioll by the sign -'-, and the one prop
agating in the opposite direction by . \'r aye equation;; are 'Hitten in ;;ucll 
a \\-ay that the starting point of the waves is taken as the origin. Thus in the 
casp of the transmission line shown in Fig. 5 the zero coordinate of the - wave 
is the vertex with index i, while that ofthe-\n1ve the j index vertex. Accord

ingly 

(7) 

the value of the voltage at the i-th vertex. The voltage at the j-th vertex can 
be writt en similarh': 

(8) 

Equations (7) and (8) can be written also in the form of a matrix equation: 
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where 
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[~J = r~ ~ J[~:J = Tl~:l 

T= r~ ~l' 

(9) 

(10) 

. W-ith the denominations used above, the following relationships can be 

written for the currents: 

(11) 

where Y() = ZOl the reeiprocal of the characteristic impedance. Taking into 
consideration that 

(12) 

equation (11) in matrix form is 

(13) 

The correlation between currents and volt ages can be expres:3ed from 

Equations (9) and (13). 

(14) 

'what means that the matrix of the conductance parameters of the tran5mis:3ioll 
line section is 

UpOll considering (12), using the relationship g 

matrix Y can he determined. 

y r 
coth yf 

'in:')'1 1 J r 

l 1 
coth (1 J Ip 

sinh yl 

what is naturally identical formally with (6). 

(15) 

p1 

r J 

(16) 
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Let us form diagonal matrices of the yalues ri and pi, respectively, which 
characterize the branches. 

R = < r 1 r~ ... rl; > 
(17) 

In the following the matrices Rand P will be used for characterizing the 
transmission line sections of the network. 

The solvability of the problem 

In the following we write the Kirchhoff equations of the net"work. 
A transmission line section or a quadripole are characterized by two yol

tages, and two current data. Between these, t"WO independent relationships can 
be written. Upon considering this, each branch means two unkno"wn yalues. 
If the network consists of k branches, then the number of unknown yalues is '.!.k. 

Let us examine the number of equations that can be written for the 
network. Voltages at the ends of transmission lines (quadripoles) connected to 
the same vertex are equal and identical with the voltage at the vertex. Accord
ingly h - 1 independent voltage equations can be "written for a vertex to which 
h branches are connected. Let c designate the number of vertices in the network. 
Then E(h - 1) = '.!.k - c voltage equations can be written in all for an the 
yertices. Summation should be performed for c Yertices, thus Eh = '.!.k. 

Two nodes helong to each vertex. For the indiyidual nodes onc node 
equation can he written. Node equations 1nitten for the two nodes helonging 

to the same vertex are identical. Thus the number of independent node equa
tions is identical with the number of vertices c. 

Accordingly, a total of '.!.k- c c = 2k, yoltage and node equations can 
he "written and the number of unknown yalues is the same, what mean::: that 
the problem can he solved unambiguously. 

Circuit equations 

Circuit equations will be written in the following in such a way that 
yoltage equations should be satisfied automatically and thus only c pieces of 
independent node equations should be written. In the equations the yoltages 
arising at the yertices are unknown. The numher of these is also c, hence the 
volt ages at the vertices can he determined from the node equations. 

From vertex voltages we can determine the currents flowing at the ends 
of the transmission line sections, further the currents in the generators and im
pedances at the vertices. 
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Currents flowing out or into one of the nodes of some of the vertices can 
be written as the sum of three groups. To the first group those currents belong 
the direction of which is identical with the direction of the corresponding branch. 
To the second those the direction of "which is contrary to the direction of the 
corresponding branch. Finally the currents flo·wing through the generator or 
impedance being between the two nodes of the vertex figure the third group. 

Our method is illustrated by the example discussed above. Branches 4. 
5, 6, 7, 8 are in incidence with node (3) (Fig. 6). The nodal equation is writtf'll 

7 

@ 
5 

6 

5 

@ 4 

6 

5 

Fig. Ii 

Fi.z. ~ 

for that node, from which the yoltage of the Yertex i:;: directed away. Thc direc
tion ofbranche5 6. 7. and 8 dC'yiatcs from the Yertex (Fig. 7a). According to the 
foregoing the sum of the:;:e is written ill the first group. The direction of hrall
che:;;" and 5 points towards Yertex (3) (Fig. 7b). The current of these branches is 
written in the second group. Finally the current of the generator arranged 1)('
tWf'en the nodes of the vertf'X represents the third group (Fig. 7c). 

'Vc write the nodal equation for onc of the nodes of each vertex of tllf' 
nC'twork. 

If the branch I i:;; in incidence with yertice:;; (i) and (j). and its direction i:;; 
from (i) towards (j). then the CUlTf'nt of the branch in the first group is 

(18) 

Similar equations can he written for each branch. The sy:;;tem of equations 
obtained can he summarized in the following matrix equation: 
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~R(A* + AT) U + 1 P(A* ~4T)U 
2 2 

(19) 

The asterisk designates the transposed ...-alue of the matrix. 
The column vector formed of the vertex ...-oltages in our example is found 

to be 

U 1 

U2 

U 
U 3 (20) 

U 4 

u-;) 

U 6 

Thus on the basis of (19) the column ...-ector formed of the currents of the 

first group: 

I' 

- 114 -I 
122 

134 

In 
152 

163 

1(3 
183 

1"1 U4 + PI U:! 
1"2 U2 P2 U1 

1"3 U4 P3 U1 

1"4 U1 + P4 U3 

1"5 U2+P5 U3 

1"6 U3 + Ps U4 

1"7 U3 P7 U6 

1"8 U3 ~ Ps Us 

(21) 

The elements of I' e...-idently correspond to that what ha:, been written in 

(18). The subscripts of I" and pare serial numbers of the hranch, while thosc of 
t- are the serial numbers of the vertex. The currents forming I' are sho'wn in 

Fig.8a. 

(6) 

(5) 

Fig. 8 

For the I-th branch, the current belonging to the second group is found 
to be 

(22) 
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Similar equations can be written for each branch. 
This system of equations is the following: 

I" 

In our example 

~P(A"* -:- _4T)U 
;:, 

I" 

PI U4 + 1'1 U 2 

P2 Uz 1'2 U1 

P3 U4 + 1'3 U1 

P4 U1 1'4 U 3 

P5 Uz + 1'5 U3 

PG U3 1'6 U 4 

Pi U3 1'7 U6 

Ps U3 T I'S U.5 

Currents belonging to the second group are indicated in Fig. 8b. 

(23) 

(24) 

\Ve have still to determine the currents in the generators and impedances 
arranged at thc -vertices. As mentioned before, we are examining the case 'when 
between the nodes of the vertex a voltage generator and an impedance are 
connected in series (Fig. 2). We may write for the i-th vertex that 

(25) 

where YN is the admittance of the branch between the nodes of the vertex, 
Ugi is the source voltage in the hranch. 

Such equations can he written for each vertex and these can he summar
ized in the form 

(26) 

where le is the column vector formed of the current of the generators and impe
dances at the vertices, Ug the column vector of the source voltage of the voltage 
generators, and rb is a diagonal matrix in the principal diagonal of "which the 
values of the admittances at the vertices are figuring. 

The currents should satisfy the nodal equations. From one of the nodes 
the currents written in I' are flowing away. Let us form from these the sum of 
current helonging to one node each vertices and designate the column matrix 
formed of these hy I;: 

l~ (27) 

In our example we obtain, upon suhstituting (3) and (21), that 
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r~U~ 
rSU3 

/"1 U4 

P4 U3 

P2 Ul + f 5U 2 P5 U;1 

+ PSU4 -L r i U3 PiUS ~ f S U3 + PSU5 
Pl U2 + raU" -+- P3 Ul 

o 
o 

165 

(28) 

The branch currents forming I" are flowing a,ray from one of the nodes of 
the vertices. Let us form the I'~ column matrix from currents flowing away 
from one of the nodes of the vertices. 

(29) 

Let us write also this for the discussed pxample, by substituting (4) 
and (24): 

1"e -

P2 U 2 

P1 U4 

P4 U1 

P6 U3 

f 2 U1 + P~U4 ~ f 3 U1 

, f 1U 2 

7"4 U3 -;- P5U~ -;- f././3 
7"G U4 

Pi:lU3 + 7'gU5 

P7 U 3 7'i Ue 

(30) 

The currents represented in le are flowing to·wards that node of the vertex. 
from which the corresponding currents of l~ and l'~ arc flowing out. Thus the 
matrix form of the node equation, upon w::ing (26), (28), (29), further (19) and 
(23), is found to he 

I~ + I~ - Ie= 1 (A -'- Ai) [R(/l* . A.!) - P(A* - At)]L -
,1 

-'- : (A - ~4i) [P(A* -'- An -- RUl* - A7')]L -

After ordering wc ohtain that 

[~. A(R + P)A* 
2 

~ A·(R - P)~;17 - r· ·.1 L 2 I ,,0 

(:31 ) 

(32) 

In equation (32) the multiplication faetor of U ean he termed the vertex 
admittance matrix: 
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Let us write also the first two terms of this for our example. 

1"2 

I A(R PH* 
~ . 

- 1"3 1"4 

P2 1'1 -
P4 
P3 
0 
0 

~ Ai(R - P).47 = 
~ 

P2 P4 
f'2, - 1'5 P5 
P5 1"1 - 1"- -, 1"6 .0 

PI PG 
0 Ps 
0 p, 

P3 0 

PI 0 

1', - 1'x PH Ps 
r 1 r;) -1- 1'u 0 

0 Ps 
0 0 

(33) 

-
0 
0 

p, 
0 
0 

p, 

(34 ) 

This matrix is seen to he sYIllllletrical. In the principal diagonal th .. r 

yalues pertaining to hranches in incidence with the Yertex corresponding to 
the row (column) are figuring. The other elements are the P yalues pertaining 
to the hranch connecting the yertiees corresponding to the row and column. If 
the t·wo yertices are not connected then the corresponding matrix element i5 O. 

If one or seyeral of the generators connected to the vertices are ideal. t lWll 
t l]f' corre5ponding elements of re are infinitely high. In this case it is practical 

() rewrite the IHeyiollS e{Iuatiem in such a way that Z" = r;l figures in it: t - . ~ 

tr~. Zb [A(R - P)A* 
') 

Ai(R P)A.f] ~ E } U (35) 

From these the required matrix U is found to })(' 

U = [~A(R - P)A* 2 . (36) 

and 

(37) 

respeetiYe ly. 
In the knowledge of U the hranch currents l' and I" can be determined 

on the hasis of (19) and (23), thus the problem can be regarded as so}yed. 
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Powers, efficiency 

On the basis of the results obtained so far the power of the generators and 
consumers, and in the knowledge of these yalue:;: also the efficiency of the sys
tem can be determined. 

The complex power of the generators can be calculated from the source 
yoltage matrix Ug and from the current matrix le. 

e 

U*l- - X' L- J-
g c -...=;;.. gif? :'7r' (38) 

m=l 

where the dash aboye designates the conjugate. (The complex power is written 
as the scalar product of Ug and I,.) 

le can be determined relatiyely easily if the net \\-ark does not contain an 
ideal yoltage generator. Then, by using (26) and (36) 

" = U*y. [17 - [~ 4(R '_., g g o.AJ :2 ~ 
P) If - f-J-lyc}U (39) ... : r vg. 

If the network does contain also an ideal yoltage gpneratoL then le should 
he calculated on the basis of (31). 

1"- ~[ 'R c - ."11 ( 
Cl 

(40) 

Considering expressioIl:" (37) and (40). the complex pO\\Tr of the genera
tors can be writt(,n in the form of the follo \-iug expre5sioll: 

u; 1 L:l(R -- P)A" - A_i(R - p)A.n I[ E -, 2 - . . --

CH) 

The effectiye power of the generators is the real part of S",. 

( 42) 

In writing the power of the consumers, the elements of Zb should be sep
arated from the internal impedance Zgm of the generators and the impedance 
Z'm of the consumers. Let Zg designate the diagonal matrix formed of the inter
nal impedance Zgm of the generators, while the diagonal matrix Z, is built of 
the elements Ztm. Then 

(43) 
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Current Iem is flowing in impedance Ztm, thus the expression of the co
lumn matrix Ut consisting of the voltages arising at the consumers is found to be 

(44) 

The complex power of the consumers is 

(45) 

le can be calculated from (40). If the network does not contain an ideal 
voltage generator, then in place of (40) the somewhat more simple expression 
used also in (39) can similarly be employed. 

The effective power of the consumers is given by 

and the efficiency of the complete network by 

P, 
'ij=-' 

Pg 
R 

Si 
e-' 

Sg 

(46) 

(47) 

The complex power and efficiency of the generators and consumers 15 

hereIn- determined. 

Summary 

It is known that the Kirchhoff equations of an electric network call be formulated 
in ,,'ell arranged matrix equatiom by using the graph theory. In the paper this method i, 
applied for networks consisting of transl11is,.ion lines or symmetrical quadripoles. As the final 
result the correlation bet,,'cen the generator ,'oltages and the voltages arising at the terminal 
points of the transmis,.ion line can be exprcssedby the help of a single matrix equation. The 
method is suitablc also for determining powers. 
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